In this study, a control strategy is aimed to ensure the settling time of a 2nd order system's output value while its input reference value is changed. Here, Feed Forward Artificial Neural Network (FFANN) nonlinear structure has been chosen as a control algorithm. In order to implement the intended control strategy, FFANN's normalization coefficient (K), learning coefficients (η), momentum coefficients (µ) and the sampling time (Ts) were optimized by Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) but FFANN's values of weights were chosen arbitrary on start time of control system. After optimization phase, the FFANN behaves as an adaptive optimal discrete time non-linear controller that forces the system output to take the same value with the input reference for a desired settling time (ts). The success of the optimization algorithm was proved with close loop feedback control simulations on Matlab's Simulink platform based on 2nd order transfer functions. Also, the success was proved with a 2nd order physical system (buck converter) that was structured with power electronics elements on Simulink platform. Finally, the success of the control process was discussed by observing results.
Introduction
Nowadays, optimization of controllers' parameters is preferred for obtaining a better cost-effective control strategies. In the last two decades, researchers have developed different types of optimization algorithms that may be used by scientists in control area. Bee [1] , Firefly [2] , Bat [3] , Virus [4] , Genetic [5] , Cuckoo [6] , Particle Swarm [7] , Gravitation [8] and Biogeography [9] may be given for example.
The mathematical algorithms called controller are used for shaping the output variable of a physical system according to a desired behavior [10] . These mathematical algorithms are run using discrete or continuous time hardware [11] . Controller's parameters are calculated with analysis of rules sequences developed for related control algorithms [12] .
Owing to the fact that the Artificial Intelligence algorithms are versatile, with the same type of structure they may be used for solving more than one type of problems such as control, prediction, estimation and modelling [13] . Using the same type of Artificial Neural Network structure, different researches have solved different type of problems. For example, Erkaymaz et al. estimate the thermal performance of a solar air collectors and predicted the modules of rupture values of oriented strand boards [14] , Beg et al. proposed a discrete wavelet transform approach to classify power system transient analysis [15] , Zounemat-Kermani et al. developed models to predict one day ahead stream flow of the Marion Junction station in Cahaba watershed [16] and Ardestani et al. suggested to predict contact force at the medial knee joint [17] .
The most popular type of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are illustrated like Feed Forward, Kohonen, Radial Basis, Dynamic Neural, Multilayer Perceptron, Neural-Fuzzy, Cascading Neural and Stochastic Neural [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Variables in Figure 1 are described as, 1 2 5 , ,.., Variables in Figure 1 Weight between bias input of output layer and addition center of output layer f (x): Activation function In the literature, there is not any rule for numbering of hidden layers and for numbering of hidden layer's neurons [26] . On one hand, if number of hidden layers or neurons is chosen more than needed, the trading volume would be increased unnecessarily while optimizing the weights; on the other hand, if they were chosen less than needed, probability of reaching the level of acceptable minimum error would be decreased.
In this study, the control structure shown in Figure 2 was constructed. FFANN hidden layers and neurons count were determined by experimental observation. To this end, FFANN was optimized by ABC by selecting the hidden layer and the number of neurons high. Then, the optimization process was repeated by selecting the hidden layer and the number of neurons low. Fault-based cost function value was observed by running the control system after optimization process, Equation (11) . The results of the experiment showed that the FFANN-based control process involved a high number of hidden layers and neurons, and the cost value of the FFANN-based control process with a low amount of hidden layer and neuron was similar, Figure 8 . Considering the cost function values of the experimental processes, the numbers of hidden layers were chosen as 1 and the numbers of neurons belonging to the hidden layer were chosen as 5, Figure 1 .
Another important variable is the activation function. The function type has also effects on weight optimization [27] . The FFANN controller in the closed loop negative feedback control system generates the control signal, u(k), based on error signal, e(k), Figure 2 . The error during the control process may be greater, lower or equal to zero. Therefore, the activation function with limit values [−1, +1] of tangent sigmoid is chosen in the FFANN structure, Equation (1) .
The Control System
Block diagram of close loop negative feedback control system based on FFANN controller is shown on Figure 2 . Here, the controller is a discrete time algorithm but the system that is under control has continuous time structure. 21 22 25 , ,.., w w w : Weights, between bias input and hidden layer addition centers, belong to input In the literature, there is not any rule for numbering of hidden layers and for numbering of hidden layer's neurons [26] . On one hand, if number of hidden layers or neurons is chosen more than needed, the trading volume would be increased unnecessarily while optimizing the weights; on the other hand, if they were chosen less than needed, probability of reaching the level of acceptable minimum error would be decreased.
Another important variable is the activation function. The function type has also effects on weight optimization [27] . The FFANN controller in the closed loop negative feedback control system generates the control signal, u(k), based on error signal, e(k), Figure 2 . The error during the control process may be greater, lower or equal to zero. Therefore, the activation function with limit values [−1, +1] of tangent sigmoid is chosen in the FFANN structure, Equation (1).
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Block diagram of close loop negative feedback control system based on FFANN controller is shown on Figure 2 . Here, the controller is a discrete time algorithm but the system that is under control has continuous time structure. For this study, a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) was chosen, with a 1st order holder transfer function, as seen Equation (2).
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FFANN algorithm is a two-step mathematical algorithm. In the first step, optimization of FFANN weights is done. In literature, this step is named as "learning process". In this study, "Steepest Descent" method has been used for weight optimization. This optimization method is simple structured and fast [28] . Renewal of weights based on this method is given in Equation (3) and Equations (3) and (4) .
Here, η is learning coefficient and is chosen randomly in the range of (0, 1]. Another coefficient, µ, is momentum coefficient. Momentum coefficient does not only ensure to pass the local gradients but also helps to decrease the proportion of the error. The network may have an oscillation without momentum. Momentum coefficient usage prevents the network from oscillation during learning process, [28] . In literature momentum coefficient is chosen randomly between (0, 1].
At the second step of FFANN, output calculation is realized for sampling moment (Ts × k, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . ) as shown in Equations (5)- (7).
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm
A bee transforms itself into a scout bee in order to find new sources when the food source is exhausted. Food source represents cost function in ABC algorithm. Therefore, the lowest cost function value represents the richest food source [29] .
Food sources are created randomly in the first step of the algorithm. The bees that go directly to source of food are known as worker bees. Onlooker bees live in colony that they are directed to food sources based on the signs of worker bees. Onlooker bees go to food sources. They chose and store food like worker bees and return to the colony, Figure 3 . Worker bees who consume food resources within a certain number of trials turn into scout bees to search for new food sources. When scout bees reach a random food source, process of food storage restart. These steps, continue until end criterion is satisfied [29] .
"limits" and "popsize" is two fundamental variables in ABC algorithm. "popsize" is number of individuals in algorithm. The "limit" is number of trials for worker bees to leave food source. If it is not possible to develop as much as the limit value for a solution that represents a resource it is abandoned [29] .
Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 21 not possible to develop as much as the limit value for a solution that represents a resource it is abandoned [29] . The bee that abandoned food source becomes a scout bee. In the ABC algorithm, the number of onlooker bees, number of worker bees and number of food sources equal to each other. Number of food sources is half of the population [29] .
First, food sources are created randomly for starting to run ABC algorithm, as seen in Equation (8) . The bee that abandoned food source becomes a scout bee. In the ABC algorithm, the number of onlooker bees, number of worker bees and number of food sources equal to each other. Number of food sources is half of the population [29] .
First, food sources are created randomly for starting to run ABC algorithm, as seen in Equation (8) .
The new solution that is found by worker bees is compared with the old one. If the new solution is better, it keeps this solution and deletes the old solution from memory. If the new solution is not better than before, the previously defined abandonment counter is incremented. Searching food source by worker bees is shown in Equation (9).
After the worker bees have completed their food scan, onlooker bees go to random analysis so that they can select of food sources for bees, Equation (10) .
The ρ value is obtained for each solution. Worker bees compare ρ re f that are randomly selected and used as threshold value with ρ i . If the probability of selecting ρ i is larger than ρ re f onlooker bee is moved toward this source of food and starts searching for a new solution by rerunning Equation (8) .
The variables in Equations (8)- (10) are NS: Number of food sources D: Number of parameters that are optimized x max , x min : Limit values of parameters that will be optimized v i : New food location in relation to x i x k : Randomly food location that is different from x i ϕ i,j : Random value between −1 to 1 f it i : Normalized cost function k: Solution in the neighborhood of i All worker and onlooker bees check the abandonment counter for each solution after completing of food searching. If counter value reaches to limit value, the worker bee turns into a scout bee and run Equation (8) . The process steps continue until the maximum number of cycles or the lowest value of the cost function value is reached.
Parameter Optimization by ABC
The FFANN weights in the closed-loop control system projected in Figure 2 are optimized during the control process by running the Back-Propagation algorithm. Before starting the control process, the parameters of Kout, η, µ and Ts should be optimized. They are optimized by the heuristic ABC algorithm. In the optimization process, the control system given in Figure 2 is used, too. During the process, the FFANN weights are randomly assigned for each optimization simulation, as in the beginning of the control process, Figure 2 .
The implementation of the block diagram of the optimization process described in flow diagram below is given in detail in "Appendix A". As seen in the block diagram, the FFANN parameters are randomly assigned before the 1st run is performed. Then, the closed loop control system runs up to the simulation time period, Figure 5 .
The input reference voltage applied to the control system has square waveform, Figure 4 . The corners of the square wave are rounded off using the 1st order transfer function. The square wave is defined as the high and low time interval ts of the reference input voltage. In this way, the ABC algorithm optimizes FFANN parameters for the time interval of the closed-loop control system for the time period specified by ts.
Errors calculated by running the cost function during the simulation are collected. The total error obtained after the simulation is transferred to the ABC algorithm. The ABC algorithm calculates the new Kout, η, µ and Ts parameters by processing the total error within the framework of its mathematical algorithm. Next, the new parameters are replaced with the old ones for use in the next simulation. Prior to running the control system with the new parameters, the weights of FFANN are randomly assigned.
The potential solutions performed by the ABC algorithm, as in other heuristic algorithms, tries to find the closest value to the global solution by moving around instead of finding the most optimal solution available in the problem space [28] . It was also tried to be eliminated by the simulation technique in order to keep the algorithm around a certain local minimum. Therefore, FFANN weights are assigned randomly before running the required simulation for each new cost function account.
diagram below is given in detail in "Appendix A". As seen in the block diagram, the FFANN parameters are randomly assigned before the 1st run is performed. Then, the closed loop control system runs up to the simulation time period, Figure 5 .
Errors calculated by running the cost function during the simulation are collected. The total error obtained after the simulation is transferred to the ABC algorithm. The ABC algorithm calculates the new Kout, η, μ and Ts parameters by processing the total error within the framework of its mathematical algorithm. Next, the new parameters are replaced with the old ones for use in the next simulation. Prior to running the control system with the new parameters, the weights of FFANN are randomly assigned.
The potential solutions performed by the ABC algorithm, as in other heuristic algorithms, tries to find the closest value to the global solution by moving around instead of finding the most optimal solution available in the problem space [28] . It was also tried to be eliminated by the simulation technique in order to keep the algorithm around a certain local minimum. Therefore, FFANN weights are assigned randomly before running the required simulation for each new cost function account. Discrete time cost function of Integral Squar Error (ISE) was benefited to determining cost belong to process of control [28] . Mathematical equation belong to discrete ISE is given in Equation (11). Discrete time cost function of Integral Squar Error (ISE) was benefited to determining cost belong to process of control [28] . Mathematical equation belong to discrete ISE is given in Equation (11) .
ABC optimization process "run ABC" belongs to flow chart in Figure 5 is summarized as:
1.
Initialize the population of solutions. 2.
Evaluate the population.
Produce new solution (food-source positions) v i,j in the neighborhood of x i,j for the employed bees using Equation (9). 6.
Apply the greedy selection process between x i and v i . 7.
Calculate the probability values of ρ i for the solutions x i by means of their fitness values, Equation (10). 8.
Produce the new solutions (new positions) v i for the onlookers from the solutions x i selected depending on ρ i and evaluate them. 9.
Apply the greedy selection process for the onlookers between x i and v i . 10. Determine the abandoned solution (source), if exists, and replace it with a new randomly produced solution x i for the scout, Equation (8). 11. Memorize the best food source position (solution) achieved so far. 12. cycle = cycle + 1. 13. until cycle = Maximum Cycle Number. 
Control Simulations with Transfer Functions
The 2nd order transfer function belongs to a buck converter, Figure 6 , can be derived using circuit theory.
where, If the impedances are changed with S-domain parameters, the new transfer function takes shape as shown below:
If variables of T(s) are replaced with parameter values that are used for T 2 (s), Table 1 , it will be seen that T(s) output signal values are the same with the buck converter output voltage for the same input control signal, U(s), Figure 6 . In this study, transfer functions with 3 different time constant (τ) were chosen for control application experience, Equations (15)- (18) . In this study, transfer functions with 3 different time constant (τ) were chosen for control application experience, Equations (15)- (18) . Chosen 3 systems have been adjusted as to have large difference between τ of each other's. The behaviors of systems' output signals based on unit step input function have been represented on Figure 7 .
On Figure 7 , it's seen that when a unit input signal is applied to transfer functions, overshoot of output signals is different from each other's. Here the settling times are different for about 1000 times with each other's. Control success for these 3 transfer functions, whose settling time values are very different from each other will show that the FFANN control logic based on the proposed ABC heuristic optimization method is applicable to all 2nd order systems.
Timing of ABC algorithm was defined by transfer functions' time constants, Table 2 . Table 2 . Initialization ABC's timing parameters.
T. Functions Simulation Time Iteration
On Figure 8 , ISE(e) decreasing is shown for optimization process with ABC for T 1 (s) and for settling time ts 1 = 5τ. On Figure 8 , it is seen that after 14th iteration the cost function becomes stable and so it's found out the optimum parameters' values according to ABC algorithm.
Figure 6. Simulation of models with the same input control signal, U(s).
In this study, transfer functions with 3 different time constant (τ) were chosen for control application experience, Equations (15)- (18). 
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6. On Figure 7 , it's seen that when a unit input signal is applied to transfer functions, overshoot of output signals is different from each other's. Here the settling times are different for about 1000 times with each other's. Control success for these 3 transfer functions, whose settling time values are very different from each other will show that the FFANN control logic based on the proposed ABC heuristic optimization method is applicable to all 2nd order systems.
T. Functions Simulation Time Iteration
On Figure 8 , ISE(e) decreasing is shown for optimization process with ABC for 1 ( ) T s and for settling time 1 5 ts τ = . On Figure 8 , it is seen that after 14th iteration the cost function becomes stable and so it's found out the optimum parameters' values according to ABC algorithm. On Figure 7 , it's seen that when a unit input signal is applied to transfer functions, overshoot of output signals is different from each other's. Here the settling times are different for about 1000 times with each other's. Control success for these 3 transfer functions, whose settling time values are very different from each other will show that the FFANN control logic based on the proposed ABC heuristic optimization method is applicable to all 2nd order systems.
On Tables 3-5 . Parameter values of Kin for normalization had been fixed to 1/450 before optimization process was started. Value 450 is 3 times bigger than maximum input reference value (R(k)) that will be applied to the input of the control system, Figure 2 . The control success of the FFANN based controller assigned with the traditional method depends on the roots of the system it is going to control and therefore the time constant exists, see Figures 9-11 . The response rate of the controller for some systems is sufficient and the system output is close to the input reference value as soon as possible. However, the settlement time of this convergence varies depending on whether the reference step takes up or downward value, Figure 9 . The FANN based controller, whose parameters are assigned in the traditional way, can transform the controlled system output into a highly oscillating or marginal stable structure, as shown in Figures 10 and 11 . However, the FFANN parameters will be optimized by ABC and the control processes to be performed will be determined in a stable manner. By running the optimization algorithm over the linking strategies of the control process, such as settlement time, more functional output signals based on simpler structured input reference value can be obtained, see Figures 9-11. 
Control Simulations with Power Electronics Components
In Figure 12 , a buck converter circuit based on feedback control system is shown. Here, the buck converter transfer function is 2nd order as shown in Section 6, Figure 6 . So, Figure 12 shows FFANN based controller for a feedback control system with 2nd order model constructed by hardware on simulation platform.
Control system given in Figure 12 is similar to system given in Figure 2 . The difference is that in Figure 2 , the system that is under control has been given mathematically as transfer function but in Figure 12 , it's been expressed using power electronic components.
Component values for 3 different bucks are given in Table 1 The control success of the FFANN based controller assigned with the traditional method depends on the roots of the system it is going to control and therefore the time constant exists, see Figures 9-11 . The response rate of the controller for some systems is sufficient and the system output is close to the input reference value as soon as possible. However, the settlement time of this convergence varies depending on whether the reference step takes up or downward value, Figure 9 . The FANN based controller, whose parameters are assigned in the traditional way, can transform the controlled system output into a highly oscillating or marginal stable structure, as shown in Figures 10 and 11 . However, the FFANN parameters will be optimized by ABC and the control processes to be performed will be determined in a stable manner. By running the optimization algorithm over the linking strategies of the control process, such as settlement time, more functional output signals based on simpler structured input reference value can be obtained, see Figures 9-11. 
Component values for 3 different bucks are given in Table 1 The control success of the FFANN based controller assigned with the traditional method depends on the roots of the system it is going to control and therefore the time constant exists, see . The response rate of the controller for some systems is sufficient and the system output is close to the input reference value as soon as possible. However, the settlement time of this convergence varies depending on whether the reference step takes up or downward value, Figure 9 . The FANN based controller, whose parameters are assigned in the traditional way, can transform the controlled system output into a highly oscillating or marginal stable structure, as shown in Figures 10 and 11 . However, the FFANN parameters will be optimized by ABC and the control processes to be performed will be determined in a stable manner. By running the optimization algorithm over the linking strategies of the control process, such as settlement time, more functional output signals based on simpler structured input reference value can be obtained, see Figures 9-11. 
Component values for 3 different bucks are given in Table 1 The control success of the FFANN controller, whose parameters were determined by the conventional method, was further reduced by the conversion of the output signal to the PWM-based signal. During the control process based on Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique has been seen oscillations that had not been seen before in the continuous time simulations, Figures 13-15 . The oscillation amplitude is related to the time constant of the controlled system. If FFANN output parameters are optimized by ABC it will be seen that the control process will be operated in a stable manner even if the output control signal is PWM structured.
Discussion
In this study, parameter optimization of a FFANN based controller was demonstrated. Different ANN structures should be optimized in their output parameters if they are targeted to control the 2nd order systems in an optimal and stable manner. Otherwise, high oscillation or marginal stability of the controlled system's output may be encountered, as in the case of FFANN based control. The weight of the ANN control algorithm whose parameters will be optimized can also be included in the optimization process. Thus, the ANN based controller will achieve the minimum control cost from the moment the control starts. Another optimization approach can be to change the optimization parameters. That is, the output parameters optimized in this study will be fixed based on the traditional method and only FFANN weights will be optimized. This means that during the control process, no Back-Propagation algorithm will be required and so mathematical operations would be minimized throughout the process.
Conclusions
In this study, artificial intelligence algorithm in FFANN structure has been transformed into a successful controller by using a heuristic algorithm. The ABC heuristic algorithm has been used in the optimization process of FFANN parameters. The reason for choosing ABC is explained in the introduction section. It has been proven by simulations that the control success of the FFANN based controller whose parameters are created by conventional methods is low and may vary even in the same control process. For a successful control process, FFANN parameters have been shown to require an optimization based on system parameters to be controlled. The optimization strategy may be developed in the form of minimum settling time or it may be improved by monitoring a desired settlement time. In this study, FFANN parameters which are optimized by observing the settlement time, in order to achieve the reference step input changes, the approximations of the input sizes of the outputs of the 2nd order systems have been achieved. The FFANN based controller has succeeded to converge of the system output value for the reference step input changes inside the prescribed time. The control simulations with transfer function and hardware-based control have proved the accuracy of the FFANN parameters to be optimized with a heuristic optimization algorithm such as ABC.
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